Medina Series™
Lateral File, 2 Drawer
Model No. MVLF

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
CALL 1-800-822-8037 FOR ASSISTANCE
P/N MVLF REV 5 11/03/16 www.mayline.com
**IMPORTANT!**

Review ALL instructions before beginning assembly. These instructions are provided to avoid problems that may occur from improper assembly or installation. Mayline and/or its distributor are not responsible for failure resulting from improper assembly or installation of this product. Moreover, all warranties are void for failure to follow these assembly instructions.

1. Attach Handles (A) to the fronts of Drawer using Screws (B).

---

Note: Only open one drawer at a time.

---

No filing bars required for Letter sized hanging folders.

One filing bar for combination of Letter and Legal sized hanging folders.

Two filing bars for Legal sized hanging folders.